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Abstract - In this work, we propose a reliability analysis targeting the evaluation of the suitability of a Phase-Change Memory
(PCM) device for Storage Class Memory (SCM) applications. Thanks to the analysis of programming and endurance characteristics
in single devices and 4kb arrays we compare two different GeTe and GeSbTe (αGST) based PCM. The evolution of the phase-change
material along cycling is explained by the analysis of subthreshold characteristics and analytical equations based on experimental
data for the description of electrical parameters evolution are given. An extrapolation method to evaluate endurance at more than
109 cycles required for SCM is described and applied, showing the intrinsic high endurance capability and suitability for SCM
applications of αGST wrt GeTe.
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2. GeTe and αGST Analysis Targeting SCM
GeTe and αGeSbTe (αGST) compositions developed and
analyzed are highlighted in the Ge-Sb-Te ternary diagram of
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Storage Class Memory (SCM) has entered in the hierarchy
of the memory systems, with the aim of covering the gap
between the main memory (i.e. DRAM), that is fast but volatile
and expensive, and the secondary storage, represented by solid
state drives (SSD) or hard drive disks (HDD), that features high
data capacity and non-volatility but low speed. Therefore, the
main requirements for SCM are non-volatility, high density,
very low latencies (tens to hundreds of nanoseconds), low cost
per bit and physical durability (i.e. high endurance) [1]. Among
non-volatile memories, Phase-Change Memory (PCM) is
considered the best candidate for SCM applications, because of
its competitive switching speed, endurance and scalability [2].
PCM is a dual terminal memory, and it exploits the property of
phase-change materials to reversibly switch from an amorphous
to a crystalline phase. Such transition is obtained by the Joule
heating achieved in the device through the electrical pulse
application. The crystalline phase is characterized by a low
resistivity and a high reflectivity while the amorphous phase
features a high resistivity and a low reflectivity. In 90s,
phase-change materials have been used for the fabrication of
optical storage devices, such as rewritable DVDs and Blu-Ray
disks. Then, since the beginning of 2000s, thanks to the
advances in material and device research and engineering, PCM
started to be considered as a reliable competitor for next
generation of non-volatile memory. Today, PCM’s high
maturity is demonstrated by its commercialization in SCM
market [3], thanks to 3D XPoint technology [4], and by the

recent demonstration of its manufacturability and reliability in
28 nm technology node for automotive applications [5].
Material and stoichiometry engineering in PCM is
considered the main factor for boosting the device performances
[6]. Materials along the GeTe-Sb2Te3 tie line, such as GeTe [7]
or GeSb2Te4 [8], were identified for their high programming
speed and they represent possible candidates for SCM
applications. However, in order to address SCM, low
programming variability at array level and stability of the
phase-change material along endurance are fundamental to
ensure the reliability in high density memory arrays. In this
work, we compare GeTe and αGeSbTe (αGST) based PCM
performances to target the specifications of SCM applications.
We focus on programming speed showing how the variability
within 4kb matrices is correlated to the material properties and
the pulse shape. Moreover, data retention tests are performed on
fresh and cycled devices, highlighting the material properties
evolution triggered during the programming cycles. Finally, we
investigate how the pulse energy affects the amorphous
subthreshold characteristics of the PCM and the device
endurance. Our analysis leads to demonstrate best endurance
performances up to 109 cycles and suitability for SCM of αGST
with respect to GeTe,
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Fig. 1. Ge-Sb-Te ternary diagram highlighting the PCM materials

Fig. 2. Resistivity of as-deposited amorphous GeTe and αGST as

analyzed in this work: GeTe and αGST. A simplified scheme of our
“Wall” based PCM device is reported on the right; devices with
100 nm heater width are considered in this work.

a function of the temperature. Inset: Kissinger plot for Activation
Energy of crystallization (Ea is the slope of the Kissinger plot)
extraction.
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Fig. 3. Cumulative distributions of RESET and SET resistances for
GeTe and αGST 4kb PCM arrays. On the right, the median and the
standard deviation of the distributions are summarized, obtained with
optimized RESET and SET pulses.
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Fig. 1. Resistivity of as-deposited amorphous full-sheet layers
as a function of temperature (R-vs-T), reported in Fig. 2, was
measured by four-probe technique heating the sample at a rate
of 17°C/min. The inset of Fig. 2 shows the activation energy of
crystallization calculated by Kissinger method in both materials.
The drop in resistivity after 150°C corresponds to the transition
from the amorphous to the crystalline state. The crystallization
temperature of GeTe is higher wrt αGST, however the
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crystallization dynamic is different in the two layers as the
activation energy of the crystallization is higher in αGST.
Indeed, the two materials show different crystallization
mechanisms. The crystallization involves nuclei formation in the
amorphous matrix and successive nuclei growth. A material is
growth-dominated if the crystallization happens thanks to the
fast growth of few crystal nuclei, leading to a steep amorphous
to crystalline transition in the R-vs-T plot as observed in GeTe
[7]. On the other hand, a material is nucleation-dominated if a
larger number of nuclei are formed, leading to a low growth rate.
This is the case of αGST, which exhibits a nucleation-dominated
crystallization [9], also highlighted by a more gradual reduction
of the resistivity (i.e. grain growth) in the R-vs-T plot. However,
the resistivity evolution of GeTe must be analyzed also in the
light of a faster aging of GeTe layer after air exposure wrt αGST
which could represent a problem in process integration steps, in
particular in highly scaled PCM devices [10].
GeTe and αGST were integrated in state-of-the-art “Wall”
PCM devices into the Back End of Line (BEOL) of the
fabrication of LETI Memory Advanced Demonstrator (MAD)
based on 130 nm CMOS technology. To accomplish statistical
analysis, the measurements were performed in 4kb arrays
consisting of 1-Transistor-1-Resistor (1T1R) devices with a
heater width of 100 nm (see Fig. 1 on the right for the device
simplified scheme).
RESET (high resistance state) and SET (low resistance
state) preliminary distributions in 4kb arrays are achieved with
optimized current pulses (Fig. 3). SET operation in this case is
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Fig. 4. SET programming speed tests performed in 4kb PCM arrays with constant pulse fall time (10 ns) and increasing pulse width:
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evolution of the median of the resistance values (a) and of the resistance spread (b) are reported.
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Fig. 5. SET programming speed tests performed in 4kb PCM arrays with constant pulse width (300 ns) and increasing pulse fall time: evolution
of the median of the resistance values (a) and of the resistance spread (b) are reported.
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Fig. 6. RESET state retention at 100°C for GeTe (empty symbols) and αGST (filled symbols). RESET resistance in 4kb arrays, median (a)
and variability (b), are reported after programming (as-prog.) at room temperature (RT), their evolution in time post an 100°C anneal performed
after 10 cycles, 103 cycles (in 1000 devices) and 104 cycles (in 100 devices) is reported.

performed with a single long pulse (width time of 300 ns and fall
time of 100 μs) in order to reach the minimum resistance value
achievable in the devices under investigation. Only single pulse
programming approach was considered in our tests, without any
program-verify strategy. The high resistance window of about
two orders of magnitude is verified for both materials. However,
the GeTe SET state shows a higher variability wrt αGST.
2.1 Speed analysis
We evaluated the programming speed in 4kb arrays
analyzing the SET speed, since SET operation (involving the
material crystallization) is known to be slower wrt RESET
operation in PCM. SET pulses with incremental width and
optimized current amplitude were applied, before each SET
pulse the devices were programmed into the RESET state
(Fig. 4a). GeTe shows capability of 50 ns SET time, despite a
high variability within the 4kb array mainly due to a part of the
population remaining in the RESET state. In αGST, SET
operation can be obtained only with pulses higher than 100 ns.
However, low resistance variability is obtained for 100 ns pulse

duration in both materials. (Fig. 4b). Nevertheless, it should be
noticed that the maximum speed achieved is limited by the
measurement setup used for arrays, indeed a switching speed of
1 ns was already demonstrated for SET and RESET in GeTe
single devices [7]. Therefore, our speed results should be
considered for statistical material comparison more than
minimum absolute SET pulse duration. The benefit of the pulse
fall time increase is more evident in αGST where a constant
decrease of the SET resistance is achieved down to less than
10 kΩ (Fig. 5a). Moreover, αGST shows the capability of an
even more reliable SET state wrt GeTe thanks to pulse fall time
increasing, demonstrated by the considerable reduction of
resistances variability (Fig. 5b). We think that it could be related
to the different crystalline nature of the two materials. αGST has
different crystalline phases and morphologies, and the degree of
crystallinity can be easily tuned with a consequent large
resistivity variation, whereas GeTe presents a single amorphous
to crystalline phase transition. Moreover, the higher vacancies
density in the crystalline lattice of cubic αGST favors a higher
crystal reorganization wrt GeTe [11][12].
2.2 Data retention analysis
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Fig. 7. Endurance performed on GeTe and αGST with long RESET
and SET pulses (~10 µs). Evolution of SET and RESET resistances
are reported as a function of cumulative pulses energy (E) in 70
devices. Median, 16th and the 84th percentile (that correspond to one
standard deviation σ) of resistances have been represented.

We performed retention tests on RESET state to compare
the amorphous phase stability in both materials. We annealed at
100°C the 4kb arrays programmed in the RESET state after
different number of cycles up to 104 cycles (Fig. 6). GeTe shows
a higher stability wrt αGST even after 104 cycles, according to
previous results reported about GeTe compared to standard
Ge2Sb2Te5 [13]. Nevertheless, αGST shows an interesting
retention improvement after cycling, together with a reduced
variability. This improvement of data retention could be
attributed to an evolution of the material along cycling. As
previously reported for standard Ge2Sb2Te5 [14], the material
could undergo a stoichiometry evolution in the active volume
due to a progressive increase of Sb concentration [15], leading
to a higher immunity to recrystallization of the correspondent
amorphous phase [16]. The higher nucleation rate even at 100°C
in αGST leads to the higher probability of the appearance of
nuclei wrt GeTe, with the consequent decrease of the
RESET resistance.
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Fig. 8. a) Subthreshold characteristics of RESET devices before cycling. b) STS evolution as a function of the cumulative pulse energy along
cycling (E), described by a power law (λ coefficient is material dependent).

2.3 Endurance
To compare the impact of cycling in GeTe and αGST, we
accelerated the degradations phenomena applying a sequence of
long SET and RESET pulses (i.e. width time 10 µs). In Fig. 7
the RESET and SET resistance states evolution are reported for
both materials as a function of the cumulative energy applied on
the devices along cycling (E). GeTe, despite a stable resistance
window, shows a fast degradation of both programming states
after about 0.3 mJ (i.e. 104 cycles). On the contrary, αGST
preserves a reliable programming even after more than 1 mJ (i.e.
more than 105 cycles). In order to understand the material
evolution ongoing, we analyzed the change of the subthreshold
conductivity of the amorphous phase along cycling for both
materials. In the subthreshold regime, the electrical transport in
our materials is well described by a Poole conduction
(ln(I/V) ∝ V) [17], which is linked to the presence of a high trap
sites density (i.e. short trap-to-trap distance Δz), as can be seen
in Fig. 8a. The subthreshold slope evolution (defined as
STS = dln(I)/dV in the subthreshold regime) is correlated with
the trap density in the following way [18]:
𝑆𝑇𝑆 = 𝑘
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Fig. 9. Cycles number achieved for different SET+RESET pulses
energy ESR (i.e. increasing SET+RESET pulse duration) and
extrapolation at 0.1 pJ. Each test was performed on a population of
70 devices. Median, 16th and the 84th percentile (that correspond
to one standard deviation σ) of number of cycles are represented.

where k is a constant and 𝑢𝑎 is the amorphous thickness. The
STS calculated for both materials along cycling is reported as a
function of E in Fig. 8b. We observe a decrease of STS in both
materials with a similar power law trend:
𝑆𝑇𝑆 ∝ 𝐸 −𝜆

(2)

A higher STS in αGST is an evidence of a lower density of defect
sites wrt GeTe [19]. Moreover, the decrease of STS along
cycling confirms a material evolution that is not necessarily a
precursor of endurance degradation. This is supported by the fact
that αGST shows perfect SET and RESET operations even after
reaching same STS values at which GeTe shows programming
failure. This evolution is driven by the high temperature gradient
achieved in the device during the programming, which can
contribute to the stoichiometry change and atomic displacement
in the active volume of the cell. These results confirm what is
already observed in retention measurements. However, while a
Sb enrichment is not detrimental for the switching properties of
the device, as certified by record endurance of 10 12 cycles
achieved in segregated Sb-rich alloys [20], a slight segregation
or stoichiometry evolution in GeTe could lead to the degradation
of its switching properties [21].
Finally, PCM endurance capability was evaluated performing
several endurance tests using different sets of RESET+SET
pulses with increasing total energy ESR (Fig. 9), in order to take
advantage of the power law correlation between the number of
cycles (Ncycles) and the pulse energy [22]:
𝑁𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠 ∝ 𝐸𝑆𝑅 −𝐶

(3)

with C a material dependent coefficient. Ncycles is the number of
cycles obtained before the failure conditions, which take into
account both a reduction of the resistance window and a
reduction of the RESET resistance. This relationship indicates
that the lifetime of the device depends on the energy (i.e.
duration) of the single programming pulse. Indeed, longer pulses
could involve phenomena such as materials inter-diffusion or
electro-migration, accelerated in a stationary regime that
submits the device to a high temperature gradient and localized
high electric field.
In our endurance test the pulse energy was modified through the
variation of the width time of SET and RESET pulses.
Considering a minimum energy of 0.1 nJ for single reliable
SET+RESET operation (compatible with our previous speed
tests), we extrapolated the total number of cycles achievable. We
can observe a higher endurance capability in αGST wrt GeTe,

reaching about 109 cycles for the device size considered. This
result can be attributed to the lower density change during phase
transition in GeSbTe materials wrt GeTe [23], which could delay
the material degradation and void formations.
3. Conclusions
We analyzed programming reliability of GeTe and αGST
based 4kb PCM arrays targeting SCM. High programming speed
is ensured in both materials, showing the possibility of a lower
SET variability in αGST by pulse fall time control. We provided
evidences of the materials evolution during programming
operations, thanks to retention and subthreshold conduction
measurements along cycling, pointing out how such evolution is
more detrimental for GeTe than for αGST. Endurance tests
highlighted the dependency of the total cycles number on the
single pulse duration. Finally, thanks to this correlation,
endurance up to more than 109 cycles is extrapolated for αGST,
proving its suitability for SCM applications.
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